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About This Content

Whistleblower will let you play as Waylon Park, a software engineer under contract with Murkoff and the man who emailed
journalists around the world - including Miles - at the beginning of Outlast. Spending a couple of weeks at Mount Massive,

during which he was unable to even talk to his wife and son thanks to strict security protocols, Waylon developed a deep-seated
distrust of the profit-motivated scientists and doctors leading dangerous and irresponsible experiments on their patients.

Identifying with those poor souls fueled Waylon's anger, and set the stage for his unmasking of Mount Massive's rotten core.

Although Whistleblower tells the story that led to Outlast, it will actually stretch past the events of the first game to show the
final chapter in Mount Massive Asylum's story.
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Title: Outlast: Whistleblower DLC
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Red Barrels
Publisher:
Red Barrels
Release Date: 6 May, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 - 64 bits *

Processor: 2.2 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB NVIDIA GeForce 9800GTX / ATI Radeon HD 3xxx series

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

Additional Notes: * 32 bits systems are not officially supported, but should work if configured to provide 3Gb of user-mode
address space. See http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/bb613473 or 
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=175801311

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Polish,Japanese
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There is a lot of settings, the catching part is interesting.
The batting part is really hard, i think because the game is getting the position of the controller each frames, but doesn't smooth
it over, meaning that between every time they pull the tracking position, the controller doesn't exist, so if you swing really hard,
you will have only 1 or 2 positions of your controller that will be close to the path of the ball.

It's like the bat is teleporting from known position to known position. it's made clear when you see the ghost of your bat....

. A city builder that keeps you coming back!. Expectedly weak compared to the sequels, but still a very good intro to the
Borderlands franchise and to looter shooters in general.. Current-state early access 90 Minute Fever is better than the majority
of full-release football manager games i've ever played. Community is good, devs and admins are communicative and helpful.

Description: Skill based (MMO PvP) football manager game.
Biggest PRO: NOT pay to win
Biggest CON: Player base growth is slower than it deserves
Top Features: Full squad management, Youth Teams and 24/7 Live Transfer Market
Exciting upcoming features: Support Staff, New match engine, 2D engine
Outlook: Great foundation exists. Potential is enourmous. Exciting times ahead for this game.
Recommendation: A one-time buy for a good game that will get better. At minimum put on watchlist.. unfortunatly i deff regret
buying this, looked so promising but nothing ever happens on the development stage.
really boring in a short space of time. Sometimes I am still wondering if this game that I am playing actually exists... yes it
does... and THANK ODIN for that!

If you are fan of LWA you already bought this game, get off steam reviews and go play you freak!
If you dont know it, this game will probably not help you understand what the anime is about, but thats not bad... this game is
kinda like a Dragons Crown thing... but with the adorable theme of LWA which is not bad at all... could be better for sure (again
using DC as an example of HOW to improve it) but for what it is and for how surreal it is that it exists, its good enough!

Most of the character models are gorgeous (a minority is a bit off) and it definetly shows that love was put into making them! do
keep in mind that this game has like 0 reason to exist so I totally call it a love project rather than just a cash grab.

If you dont know LWA Id say go check the anime out first (LWA started out as a movie, in case you want to go by release
order), it is not needed at all but hell its such a fun anime that you might as well come start the game on the right track, the art
alone will be enough to pull you in for sure!

PSA: Upon a fresh install I had horrible frame drops for some reason, after a restart it runs in the solid 60fps that your 4k
resolution deserves. No idea why it happened... probably an external factor on my end.. I really liked Atlantis: Pearls of the
Deep but this one is a deception ! There is a lot less diversity in it. But it's still playable if you like the genre...
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So this is very very good i love it but i did not play it at first because there were holes in very human but i got fixed GET IT ITS
FUN. This is basically a simple mobile game, so don't expect much out of it. At one point the difficulty level ramps up really
high, I personally couldn't get past this part, but I'm bad at video games. There are better games out there; I don't recommend
this one.. The good: Ships are pretty, lazors & missiles shoot, some strategy involved when making builds, cheap.

The bad: control scheme taken straight from phone version (seriously, no WASD control ? In a PC game ? In 2016 ?), which
includes the impossibility of selecting a ship if 2 ships are on top of each other.
Grindy, like the bad sort. After a while you need the second currency to get good weapons in a large enough quantity, or to grind
missions, over, and over, and over, and over for some meager gain. You need the primary currency to buy a ship (60 \/ 100 k for
the large ones, that you need to finish the game in 4 exemplary) and once you've got them, you need to unlock "slots" on them
for values from 6k to about 45k each. Note, you gain 4k for a lvl 44 mission (2\/3 in the game). Baiscally for a fully fitted
warship, you need to redo that mission what... 80 times ?
Timers to repair... ok, this is dumb. Not a phone game.
Paid DLC something like a few weeks after release.
Localization... ok no one cares for the story but not only it does not make sense, but also words are plain wrong sometimes, if
not missing entirely.
. Literally the worst game I've ever played, not even ironically fun. I tend to have a love for games that are or have scenes that
are quiet and contemplative where you just hang around and interact with the cast to learn more about them and\/or explore and
interact with things that has the protag reminisce about things and\/or flesh out the characters and world as well. For example
the home base stuff in the new Wolfensteins, a good chunk of Life is Strange, the hubs in Shadowruns Dragonfall and Hong
Kong, and the last level of the PS2 horror game Rule of Rose. Lulls in the action like that can really lend themselves to nice
character moments and really immerse me in the setting.

Gray Skies, Dark Waters is just a whole game of those types of scenes, it's a somber, meditative game about a family dealing
with the loss of a loved one under mysterious circumstances. The Garett family live in the fictional Virginian town of Avett's
Landing on the Chesapeake. Their lives are irrevocably changed when the mother, Vivian, mysteriously disappears. The game
begins a year after the event and you play as the eldest sibling, Lina. Lina is still trying to search for answers, though it's up to
the player to decide what Lina thinks what happened and how avid she is in her search. She has been looking out for her
younger two sisters and brother, the moody Violet, the outgoing Merle, and the bookish Gus in the interim as her father did not
take the disappearance very well and has become more distant to his children as he retreats into his work. As Lina search brings
her to a possible explanation the player will have to decide whether it\u2019s mundane or possibly something more\u2026

The gameplay is mainly dialogue choices and exploration. There technically is an inventory system but you only really use it to
open new dialogue with Lina's family. The dialogue choices you make do indeed matter and you can get wildly different
endings depending on how you played Lina, i.e. I played her as mostly convinced that her mom was dead and she supported her
siblings through it all but you can a get a tonally different ending than mine. The game gives you a to do list of main objectives
as well as sidequests essentially, which are usually finding an item and talking to Lina\u2019s family about it. The starting area
is the Garett House, but the game will also take you to a forest park and a beach walkway.

The game\u2019s environmental art and soundtrack are quite good, really setting the game\u2019s melancholy tone. Now there
are some rough aspects that show its very modest budget, namely the character models and VA recording quality. The character
models don\u2019t look too hot, like something out of a budget Euro adventure game from the 2000\u2019s, though
you\u2019ll only really get a good look at Lina or Gus because I think Green Willow know the models looked jank because the
perspective when talking with Violet and Merle is more zoomed out. The voice actors actually do good work, it\u2019s just that
its clear they didn\u2019t have the best recording setup as volume can tend to fluctuate and they added an echo effect to all of
Lina\u2019s thoughts which can be a bit grating.

The game\u2019s writing succeeds at being affectively pensive, bittersweet, and forlorn. Lina\u2019s got a lot of things to say
about her family, her house, and the town around her and it really builds a strong picture of the cast. The game\u2019s plot
isn\u2019t some big bombastic adventure even though there may be some supernatural elements if you allow it, it\u2019s a
character piece all about coping with loss and trying to move on with life. Green Willow listed Gone Home and Kentucky Route
Zero as inspirations and it definitely shares some of their heart. Overall with its writing and atmosphere Gray Skies, Dark Water
has an elegiac beauty to it.

Gray Skies, Dark Waters may be unpolished in some ways but ultimately it still shines and it\u2019s definitely a strong start for
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a team that didn\u2019t have all that much experience making games beforehand. (Biggest example being is that it was made in
Unity Personal) It\u2019s a quiet and unassuming game and that\u2019s probably one of the reasons it got utterly ignored in a
year with so many rockstar titles. Give it a chance, it might just stick with you too.
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